
WWine Tours & Events



History of Château Mukhrani 

Château Mukhrani is based on the historical tradition of wine-making in Mukhrani region. This is the first
and the only true Georgian Royal Château, which unites four key components: vineyards, winery, castle and
history.

Mukhranian wine production was established by Ivane Mukhranbatoni a famous representative of Bagrationi
royal family, political and public figure of the 19th century. In 1876, Ivane Mukhranbatoni returned from
France with Château concept knowledge and since then the history of Château winemaking starts.



Contemporary History 
Today Château Mukhrani represents a revived legend,
where everyday is a beautiful celebration, always full of
guests, creating memories for a lifetime.

Since 2002 company develops wine production, since
2011 tourism & hospitality to amaze guests and
compliment past glory of XIX century Royal Family
Estate.



Exceptional Location
Château Mukhrani is located in the
beautiful village Mukhrani. It is only
25 minute drive from the capital
Tbilisi.



Finest Wines

The production of Mukhrani wines, which are made with mixture of modern and traditional
technologies, is recovering gradually. Wines of Ivane Mukhranbatoni were always distinguished by
their exquisite taste and are still very popular both in domestic and international markets.



Tourism & Hospitality Services
Estate History Tour
Different Wine Tasting Packages
Premium Wines
A La Carte Menu
Standard Lunch & Dinner Offers

Banquet Menu 

Culinary Master Classes
Planning & Organization of Various Kinds of Events
Full Event Management Service
Photo Sessions

Horse Riding Tours



Gastronomy
Quality wines perfectly matched with wisely chosen cuisine create a unique and stimulating fusion of textures
and flavors. Château Mukhrani offers guests the opportunity to taste unique Georgian food made from
traditional recipes with top-level service.



Events in Chateau Mukhrani

Château Mukhrani offers planning and organization of various kinds of events: celebrations, weddings,
conferences, workshops, etc. If you are searching for an extraordinary place for your event, Château Mukhrani
is the place to be.
Our team will provide you with organization of various events of different scale, style and visual:

Corporate event
MICE event
Wedding
Jubilee
Team-Building
Conference/workshop/seminar
Presentation of a new product



Full Array of Event Planning & Organization 
For the planning and organizing of events we are offering the following services:

Event inventory / Technical equipment
Transfer of guests
Catering
Décor of different styles
Various entertainment and musical program
Team of professional event planners



Location - Samepo Marani
The Château Mukhrani estate has become renowned for its splendid Château, underground cellars, the rustic
park and pristine vineyards and restaurant Samepo Marani 1878 .
The date indicated in the name of the restaurant, 1878, is related to the bottling of the first bottle of
Mukhranian wine by Ivane Mukhranbatoni.

Our philosophy is to use the best ingredients and authentic cooking techniques, as well as to combine the
inspirations from the traditional Georgian recipes with the latest trends in the presentation.

Capacity : Sited Dinner : 100 guests / Buffet up to 150 guests



Location - Mall
Place for large-scale, VIP events. Extraordinary, picturesque view on the palace, center of 
The best location for Corporate Gala-Dinners, Weddings, Concerts and etc. 

Capacity : 
Sited Dinner : 500 guests
Buffet/Festival: 3000 guests



Location Rose Garden
Rose Garden - the extraordinary venue for ceremonials, weddings & celebrations with the view on beautiful 
white roses that stay bloomed up to November!

Capacity: 
Sited Dinner : 300 guests
Buffet/Ceremonial 800 guests



Location - XIX Century Park
True fairytale, XIX century park the place for various kinds of events. 

Capacity : 
Sited Dinner : 500 guests
Buffet / Ceremonial 2000 guests



Location - Georgian Corner
Georgian Corner stretched on 2000 square meter, combines: Hall for Georgian Traditional Feast, Chacha
Distillery and Traditional Bakery. Perfect place for Georgian Traditional Activities:

Churchkela Making
Bread Baking
Chacha Distillation
Khinkali Making

Khachapuri Making
Georgian Barbeque
Grape Pressing 

Capacity : 
Sited Dinner : 100 guests
Buffet / Activities 200 guests



Location - Pavilion
Beautiful and sophisticated event space 
on another. It can host from 100 to 450 guests on every season for different kinds of events.

Capacity : 
Sited Dinner:  from 100 to 450 guests
Buffet: up to 800 guests



Location Conference Hall
The environment for meetings/conferences/workshops is very important and holding them at Chateau Mukhrani 
winery will make it something special. Our extraordinary atmosphere will encourage your creativity. 

Capacity : 
Sited : 50 guests
Buffet : 100 guests



Location French Garden
French garden created under the inspiration of the French royal gardens has no analogues in Georgia is full of 
various flowers, vegetables, fruit, and exotic plants. 

The French garden of Château Mukhrani is perfect place both as a sight and for photo shooting.  






































